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A Note to the Reader
The following pieces may contain themes relating to sexual assault,
suicide, disordered eating, mental health, and other sensitive topics.
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Letter from the Editor
Dear Reader,
Thank you for joining us in our 13th issue of Capillaries
Journal of Medical Humanities at the University of
Washington. Through poetry, prose, photography, and
any medium that expresses the heart, both artist and
spectator explore the vicissitudes of human life. Capillaries
aims to free the space to creatively process the wonders
and terrors that make us, us. Accounts of grief, trauma,
inspiration, aspiration, failure, and hope call us home
from inside the bindings. What of yourself do you see in
these poets?
Whether it is your first or last in-person spring quarter, the
trees indicate a much-needed change. We are entering
into a new (or forgotten) era of learning completely in the
classroom rather than on a screen. For the first time in
years, we have space to think about something greater than
the Great Sickness. As such, the entries this spring are
beautifully personal. Artists turn inward to discern what
their younger selves have left unsaid, what emotions are
most shy, what memories hide and which ones take center
stage–in short, what it means to be alive. Personal
narratives take us on a tour of thoughts and recollections,
poems disguise meaning in metaphor, and pictures give us
the whole story without saying a thing.
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Thank you to every creator who has graced us with their
art. Every piece is moving in a unique way. Some bring
tears, others laughs, and all a quiet moment of reflection.
As you progress through this journal, we encourage you to
examine your own narrative. What questions do you
notice rising within you? Is there a theme that repeatedly
resonates? What is a takeaway you will always
remember? Enjoy the magic that these stories have
created, and as always, we wish you well.

The Capillaries Editorial Team
Miriam Mayhle
Nikki Talebi
Chelsea Ng
Neva Crnkovic Hahn
Varuna Ravi
Linda Wang
Tisbe Rinehart
Meena Shanmugam
Nede Ovbiebo
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Ashfire

By Trevor Little

English: Creative Writing Major and Gender, Women, &
Sexuality Studies Minor

Why are you here? What have you done? What do you want?
A night sky stretches past the barrel of your gun,
are the stars but bullet holes you poked through the veil?
We come to you in peace, but you give us violence.
We ask for your patience, but you give us none.
We plead for your mercy, but you stamp us out.
Your toy soldiers march in a line to destroy our home,
to trap us under the one sky like a rat trapped by the walls of a cage.
Pawns in your great machine, you order and obey,
forgetting your hearts under the boot tracks you leave behind.
You sneer and shout of our vice, our failings,
all while your tarnished golden throne withers around you.
“Vice”
This word you wield like a spear against fish,
heedless in your cruelty and spite.
Long have you spoken of your intentions for us,
your plan to civilize our world,
make us “worthy” in the eyes of your machine.
You grasp onto whatever shred of power you can find,
wielding it against us and against yourself,
desperate to control what you cannot understand.
Yet, you hold no power over us.
You are weak in your strength,
ignorant in your knowledge,
dominionless in your authority.
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You are nothing but a bushel of hay
standing in the path of a great fire;
a fire sparked by your own hand.
We are that fire;
I am that fire.
I am a fire born of ash;
a caterpillar feeding from a dead butterfly’s wings.
I am a fire born of ash;
a battery fueled by corrosion.
I am a fire born of ash;
a crop sprouting from a field of dust.
I am a fire born of ash;
a fire born to burn you away.
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the shipwreck
By Fran Graze

Economics Major

every morning
i’d wash up
on the shore
of a new day
and i’d curse my fate
yet be grateful
to be on land
to have shelter
for friends and family
even when
i’d have to tell them
sorry, i can’t today
over and over
words dashed on rocks
even when they tell me
it’s in your head
maybe it is
the neuro department keeps telling me
they have no available appointments
between the tidal waves
i’d feel the sand
run through my fingers
time wasted
time precious
i’m still grateful
for the days
i can sit
up and read
or lay there
and listen to the radio
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When Egoistic Becomes Traumatic
By Krista Orejudos

English Major, Diversity Minor

Whenever my favorite Disney shows would play, my eyes were
glued to the screen. I imagined myself being teleported into the
universe of Good Luck Charlie, The Suite Life of Zack and Cody,
That’s So Raven, Hannah Montana, and many other sitcoms. These
constant daydreams of living in another life allowed me to escape
my lonely reality as an only child.
Inside their world, I was free to explore whoever I wanted to be; I
built a persona from what I saw each character do as if we were best
buds. I mimicked which mannerisms were cool and replicated parts
of their personality to fit the societal norm. The dynamic they
presented was one I would copy and paste at school to gain attention
and popularity because I was so set on being the main character,
everywhere I went.

I wanted to be the star of my own show.
But even when it came to my interests, my hobbies, and my
passions, I still felt like a little child who needed to be rewarded by
someone else’s approval; maybe a pat on the head or a gold star to
exemplify my superior complexity.
The longer I stayed in my made-up fantasy, the more I was losing
touch with the real parts of myself that I was unconsciously trying to
cover up out of shame. I didn’t want to admit how I foolishly let my
childhood be tainted by those picture-perfect facades on TV which
in return lead me to idealize a far-fetched glamorous lifestyle.
In fact, the persona I wore so proudly was none other than my
enormous ego protecting the person I had caged from a young age
because this other me began to seep into my veins and take my
body by the reins.
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I had become too immersed in too many roles as I switched my
various social masks to please those who I had put on a pedestal.
And you see, wearing a social mask is a must, and I was no
exception either.
It’s ironic to fathom how people have always been wearing a mask
even before the pandemic occurred. It’s more than a cloth covering
what you don’t want others to see, you’re protecting the filthy,
sordid areas of judgment. Watchful eyes are always eager to pick
apart an insecurity that will add another crack to your soul.

I was numb to my own psychological pain.
There’s a reason why the word psycho is presented first in the word
psychological. Sophomore year, wasn’t it? An odd time in a high
schooler’s life because you aren’t young nor are you an
upperclassman: you’re just sandwiched in the middle of
adolescence.
I was timid, shy, and apathetic towards this new environment.

Was I a nerd? A geek? A jock? A theater-kid? A cool kid?
I constantly questioned what my label should be and allowed the
words of others to deem my value when I should’ve gone against it.
My barely touched shoulder length hair also exposed more than it
covered; seven to eight-inch strands weren’t long enough to disguise
the supplemented fat underneath my chin and cheeks. I just wasn’t
physically developed yet, a late bloomer you could say, while
everyone had already been given their growth spurts over the
summer. I didn’t have the height, the looks, nor the face that I had
once envisioned in my head. Never reaching above five feet, I was
on the shorter side, but I wasn’t as petite as others would call me.
Extra weight could easily be spotted on my thick thighs and stubby
arms, and fat didn’t cling to my butt, boobs, or waist – it’s like the
calories would keep adding up in the wrong places.

I was afraid to be my own person.
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I didn’t get the car, the boyfriend, the friends, the reputation,
nothing.
All I had left was the insecurity making itself known in the very
depths of my soul while my fake image began to crack for others to
see right through my ridiculous crap as they saw no need for me
anymore.
Slowly turning into an empty shell of a ghost, of a me who I didn’t
recognize, I unconsciously unraveled an outer-body experience.
Instead of my soul residing within my hearty core, it rejected its
place inside of me. Opting to zig zag and roam into the outer worlds
of humanly bodies, but never straying too far away from me. Its
tenacious thread refusing to unleash its wild side.
I had imagined a soul to be like what we would see in the movies. A
white or blue ghastly ball, floating there tepidly. Fragile to hold, but
soft on our fingertips, and a tell-tale essence that signified that our
soul was precisely our soul and no one else’s. Illuminating a magical
aura that was visually appeasing as specs of memory clouds rewind
behind our mindful projectors.

Again, I felt like that lonely child who used the TV as her escape,
but this time there was nowhere to run or hide.
I had a front-row seat to all of the pointless drama unfolding in front
of my eyes. Little cliques among friends of enemies or enemies of
friends formed alliances to leave those not worthy enough to be
singled out and humiliated. Every day was a ticking time bomb
ready to explode if another secret was spilled to the wrong person.
The best way to describe how anxiety-driven it was is to imagine
yourself going to war for six hours without knowing who’s your
enemy or your friend until eventually, you’re next on their kill list.
And as much as others made it hard for me to come to school, I was
especially harder on myself. I still carried the weight of pressure and
soldiered through my way to the top of academic success. Grades,
GPA, test scores, and numbers soon vacated my disappointment of
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failing to achieve pretty privileges. The mindset of always being
number one or being nothing at all is continuously emphasized in
Asian households. Affection is only shown through
accomplishment, and when that’s our reality, the solemn praises of
receiving second place is akin to mocking our pride because we
don’t do second place. So, as we are engrained with such a scarce
life or death way of always working hard, we don’t realize how much
poison we’ve been spoon-feed by our immigrant parents. The
toxicity laced behind the “model minority stereotype” has plagued
not only the mental health of Asian-Americans, but of the racial
divides between other minorities. Though my racial identity isn’t
something I’m ready to unbox if I’m still experiencing what it means
to be both an Asian, and an American. Compared to other horror
stories of kids either born from immigrant parents in America or
Asian parents in Asia, you could say that I had it pretty easy.
Now it’s that time of day where I second-guess the experiences I
have experienced, overanalyzing if trauma was and still is
responsible for my jaded attitude. I watch as a black and white
flashback occurs, running down old strips of burnt polaroid. Each
five by five-inch squares blurring and unblurring past traumas that
you’ve tried to block out. Perfectly fenced in in those delicate
frames are ruminated regrets replaying repeatedly without hesitation.
A hidden memory is unlocked, a time you don’t want to remember
is uncovered, a place you desperately want to go back to is
presented, and you can’t bear to look away from what trauma
reminds you of.

Reminding you again, that trauma is trauma, no matter what form or
shape it takes place in.
Do you pick option one or option two? Better yet, create an option
three, four, five, and hope that endless choices are what will suffice
your indecisiveness. You choose to stay unhealed, cracking holes
into your soul like pitching baseball on shattered glass. Tiny pieces
of shard don’t live long as they’re broken down into smaller shards,
so small that you don’t even notice the faint traces of blood
appearing on skinned flesh.
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And not a day goes by when I’ve discovered new enjambed pieces
of glass shards littered in places where it’s gotten purple and old, so
I can’t be quick to pull a bruise out and I can’t be any quicker to
bounce back.

Healing, my friend once told me, is a never-ending process.
Next to forgiving, loving, and losing someone, healing is one of the
most difficult emotional acts to perform.
Some days your trauma is asleep, kept at bay for you to trick
yourself into thinking you’ve fully gotten rid of it; but there will
inevitably be days where you’ll relive that same exact trauma again
like it’s the first time. I can try to meditate and manifest in the
morning but none of that self-help shit will work at night if negativity
reaches its peak once the lights are out.
But trauma can be tolerable just as much as broken souls can be
mended back together. It’s only a matter of acceptance because
healing doesn’t mean you live without pain, but that you choose to
live with it and that you don’t let it hold the same power over you as
it once did before.
It takes a lot of grace and dignity to accept, and to let go of what you
think you understand but will never fully understand. The time I
spent wallowing in self-pity and self-reflection is the only reason why
I’ve learned how to come down my high horse in order to heal my
ego and to repair this overbearing weight of trauma.
So, I may not be in the spotlight as often but being backstage to
work on the ugliest parts of myself is the first step in watching my
show unfold.
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Trapped

By Krista Orejudos

English Major, Diversity Minor

January 9, 2022 / 1:33pm / 107 words
undone at the
seams, well-crafted
stitched fabric falls
out of pattern. its
handmade labor
is now an antique.
exquisite, picturesque,
like delicate
porcelain inside glass
casing, a theater only
for the eyes, under
subjectivity— I played
my submissive part.
kept within a casting
type, she rose in my
submersion. perfection
returned its, unknown,
expectations, unlovable,
boundaries, like uncertainty,
in your own acting.
a role given to me, out
of poison, I could not
refuse, nor escape. with
what eyes they already
viewed me as. and in this
scene, I say my lines, I
perform my act, and I
look into the camera,
yearning to be something
more.
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Crashing Boulders
By Preston Rowley
English Major

It slowed at the bottom of the hill. It had rolled with
exceptional rhythm and speed the whole way down, but once the
hill began to plateau it slowed dramatically. Not dramatically enough
to save Piggy. The stone pushed him off the cliff, and I saw it. I saw
it differently from how it happened in the book though. In the book
the stone falls from directly above Piggy and causes him to fall. I saw
the stone come rolling down the side of the hill towards him. I saw
him watch the whole time never being able to make the decision of
continuing an uncomfortable existence on the island with the hateful
boys, or allowing the end of a life without much time to really fully
experience it. Panic and calm flashed in his eyes as the stone got
closer. He never moved closer to the cliff, nor did he move out of
the path of the stone, he never decided. Fate. He chose fate. A fate
he decided unknowingly. Then I woke up. I woke up and walked
past the empty shell of a human sitting on the couch, on my way to
school. Driving to school on a sunny day, reflecting on the inability
of Piggy to move. Arriving at school to children who stared at me
with a morbid curiosity. Focusing on Piggy’s eyes as he watched the
stone roll. Why does it matter if moss grows on a rolling stone? The
stone still killed Piggy. They want me to focus on something else.
They want me to ignore the fact that the stone killed him. It's just
literature. Did the stone kill him or did he not move? The first class
is physics, I enter and immediately sit on a small blue metal chair
with my eyes glued to the wall. The white wall. No one has talked to
me for days, which at first made me feel more alone, but now, I
need the silence. It's not a question of why did Piggy not move, but a
question of why didn’t they let Piggy just do it to himself? Why did
they get the satisfaction of pushing the stone that killed him? Piggy
chose not to move but the boys would never learn that. Only I saw
it. The teacher has made quick glances my way throughout the class
but wouldn’t dare call on me. I am allowed a few weeks of
attempting to blend in. Ironically, that seems to make them focus on
me more. If I laugh, they smile, but they cannot laugh with me.
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They are stuck forcing themselves to sympathize with my reality, but
I never asked them to. My reality is different from theirs just like
theirs is different from mine. Sympathy reminds me of my reality. A
reality which I accept yet they cannot fathom that. I must be stuck
reminiscing on the event, the event that will form the rest of my life.
Fuck that. Piggy should’ve just walked off the edge, the boys
would’ve seen that.
When I get home I see dad hovering over the sink. He has
to go back to work tomorrow. Two empty wine bottles sit near his
chair. “Dad are you alright?” I ask. He looks up. We make eye
contact but I can tell he doesn’t see me. ”Yeah… I’m... I’m sorry.”
He moves his eyes to the ground. From his expression I can see the
distance in his eyes. He isn’t really here. If I walk away now he is left
to clean up a sink filled with throw up while he contemplates how
he looks to me. Silence fills the room. I hesitate to move as I
recognize the glimpse of loneliness in his eyes. I walk away.
I really have no ability to express myself. I cannot draw, I
cannot write, I cannot sing, I cannot play instruments, I tried
meditation to no avail. All the emotion that I face sits within until I
tell someone. Until I tell my mother. Until I told my mother. She
was the only one I really felt like I could talk to. There is an anger
that sits within me now, an anger at a divine power I don’t even
believe in. If God is real he is Satan in disguise. Maybe he isn’t, it
doesn’t fucking matter. It’s so hard to sit still now. My thoughts
scatter left to right in attempts to distract. In the back of my mind
she sits there watching me, but not as a wonderful guardian angel.
She stares at me with curiosity, at the being I have become. Her soft
eyes seem hard. Think about anything else. Please. Neither of us
really know what happens next. She sees me living my life in third
person. Mom sees me existing without purpose, and both her and I
question if it is temporary. Okay. She’s dead. These are thoughts
that exist for the time being. Accept this pain for the moment then
move forward. I have no choice but to keep moving forward. I guess
I do have a choice. Piggy had a choice.
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No dreams last night. No nightmares either. I lie in bed
knowing I have to get up and go to school but feeling unable to
move. The sheets are tossed to my side in a crumpled mess as I
stare at the ceiling trying to convince myself to get out of bed.
Downstairs my father is shuffling around preparing for work. My
phone buzzes on the bedside table next to me. I pick it up to see a
message from him reading “Get up buddy you’re gonna be late.” I
pause for a second then I respond “I’m not gonna go today.” I shift
my weight in the bed to my right shoulder, staring at the wall. The
white wall. A few minutes pass before I hear my father outside of my
closed door. “You alright buddy?” He asks through the door.
“Yeah, just not feeling up to going today.” I called back, still facing
the wall opposite the door. “Can I open the door?” I hesitate to
answer. The door creaks open. His presence fills the room with a
strong scent of shaving cream. I do not flip over to face him, not as
an insult to him, but to try to keep him worrying as little as possible.
“Talk to me.” He says in a quiet tone. I don’t want to make this
interaction any harder for him than it already is but I don’t want to
make it any harder for myself either. “About what?” I ask as I flip
over to face him. He is in a white button down shirt with black
pants, a brown belt, and brown leather shoes. “I can’t parent you if
you don’t talk to me. Especially not alone.” The fan overhead
echoes its loud circular motion across the room. “Do you think I
need to talk right now?” I question. He nods. “Okay.” The fan
seems to be getting progressively louder. “I’m sorry you have to deal
with this Scott. It sucks, but it's just gonna be worse if you don’t talk
to me about it. Please.” I can see the pleading in his eyes as he fears
losing part of his son. “Dad, I’m fine.” “You’re telling me you
haven’t been quiet?” “I’m quiet sometimes.” “Yeah, but not like
this. Let me help you.” The hubris of him. Why does he think he
can help me? Why does he think I need help? Why is the fan so
goddamn loud. “I’m so tired of people feeling like they can fucking
help me. You can’t fucking help me. I don’t need help! It sucks but
good God she’s dead. Me saying she’s dead to you and you agreeing
isn’t gonna help either of us move forward. This isn’t my burden,
this is a dead person. Fuck what I’m feeling what was she feeling.
Why the hell was she drunk at the bars every night? Why didn’t we
ever talk to her about it?! I wasn’t powerless here, I never told her to
stop. I never-” ''You’re a kid, Scott. Don’t blame yourself. It
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absolutely wasn’t your responsibility, she was sick and I told her she
was. I told her to go to AA. I told her to talk to me about everything.
She couldn’t face it. Your mother was an angel with demons. If she
had known this was where it was headed she never would’ve let it get
this far. She loved you more than anyone on the face of the earth
and if she knew she wouldn’t be here to see you become the great
man I know you’re gonna be, she would’ve never drank to begin
with. Scott, she's gone but we still have each other. We have to be
there for each other.” He’s crying now. The fan rotates. “You're
gonna be late for work.” I flip back to the wall.
One day I want to have a big house with a big view of a big
nothing. I want the water on the coastlines to recede so I can sink
into wet sands that linger long past their expected existence. The
irony with the wet sand is it won’t be quicksand. It will be rather
slow, like most of the rest of my life. One day I want a wife. A wife
who works while I stay at home and watch the kids- if my wife and I
can have kids. Someday this will happen but that day won’t be soon.
Until then I will continue to drag my feet against tile floors where
children become adults in the name of higher education. One day I
want silence to consume me. I want there to be a sudden explosion
of sound followed by the complete deafening of my ears while
everyone attempts to talk to me. Then One day will have passed.
And I won’t have a wife. And I won’t have kids. And I won’t have a
big house. And the water won’t recede. And I will hear all of it. The
honking of the cars. The labored breathing of those who breathe
laboriously. The skid of the tires. The ambulance. The coroner.
The horns. The morgue. The sound of a formaldehyde injection.
The laughs that take up too much space. The noise that takes up
too much space. The band that was better in the recordings. The
sirens singing. One day I want to feel like I’m alive. I want to feel
like life isn’t moving past me but towards me. One can always
dream.
Six months ago mom asked me if I felt like I was ready to be
an adult. It was the day of my seventeenth birthday and she said she
was asking because I was turning eighteen in a year. I said I was
ready. She hesitated then responded “I think you are too.” Mom
didn’t drink that night for me, but no one discussed it. She was
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doing me a favor but no one could acknowledge it. The day mom
died I watched her leave the house. Before she left I asked where
she was going. She didn’t answer instead saying she would be back
before twelve. It was a Saturday. I found out she was dead the next
morning. She had died in a crash on the way home at two am. They
referred to it as a car accident but in reflection it seemed deliberate.
Dad was the one who told me, and attempted to hug me. I say he
attempted to hug me because when I hugged him back I wasn’t
really there. I was with Piggy on the cliff. Asking him to move only
to watch him sit still.
“Are you ready to be an adult, baby?”
“I think so.”
“I think you are, too.”
“Are you ready for me to be?”
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Brown and Hazel
By Tyrus Iberia

Majors: Informatics and Drama

My brother Isaac always cozied himself amid the dry miasmas
of the early Spring evenings
I don’t know if he really believed that everything happened for a
reason
It’s possible that all he ever thought was that the strange and fruitless
notes that hummed the world together were aethereal gifts to those
who sang them
Things that he’d rip himself apart for, with dreams of being their
liaison
I think he really thought that carrying his red throat full of dogbreath
up to Sandpoint Way would make the almighty recognise him
as the man from that night in late February
When his close-shaven face glowed against the wounds of winter
street lamps, enough to blind and break the boy of Sundays past
Things were too wonderful for him not to be the man that loved
the world more than any other
But the night she stole the spit from his mouth and pumped it out
of both their eyes until the world called him foolish for thinking this
man could last
He couldn’t cry the second time
My brother Isaac told me he tore his map of the world to pieces and
spelled the names of his shortest dream with its ink
The triple lavender girl tried to smile at him two days later, his lips
still vibrating with the last lady’s whispers
He never seemed to notice that he could have written doctrines
about the days the elevators wouldn’t sink
Could she have been the one to make him drive the Camry?
Was he poisoned by his longing to belittle the man she knew?
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My brother Isaac watched our brother Schmuel with hot
meat chest eyes
My brother Isaac wishes his smile was as rotten as my own
whenever he sees you
Our brother only ever told us one name. Only a name that he
thought he could tell her
I wish I could cry the way the oldest two can, while Isaac stuffs his
last tears into Schmuel’s captive grin
My third brother suffocates his own eyes with the only two fingers
he’s allowed us to move
I hear new voices as the door opens five floors up and he hopes
just as I that his time wears thin
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when it rains

By Krista Orejudos

English Major, Diversity Minor

March 21, 2022 / 4:02pm / 176 words
from afar, from wide, under
neath my trusted blanket which
if i were to be, black gun powder
kiss shot straight back and forth
in my parent’s mouths, their words
cocking for additional ammunition,

yes.
swallow high diesel gasoline for
not a minute, in between breaths,
a second, can go unsaved

gasp for mercy

cough out smoke
fuel your flammable throats,

taste.
the metallic residue lingering between
your exchanged bullets ricocheting inside your
mouth. ready for another,
intolerable shoot out?

yes.
flip flop
plippity pop,
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yes,
i hear.
the rain drops.

pitter patter,
dot dot dot…
wetting,

the side of my cheek outside
our lot, and it reeks.

of what i’ve witnessed, my
entire eighteen plus one year of
living, as an innocent bystander
watching behind blue flames, caught
between a parental and marital
cold war.
it seeds, it plows, it grows
with rain, i cannot–

no,

rot

i can

not.

not,

not.

let its fishy flattery cultivate a generational
because if i were to be, i’d want to
murder the blood-stained qualities
passed onto me.
- when it rains
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Powerful Smile
By Zefen Li
Art Major
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The main theme of this work is to express the power of a smile. I believe
smiling has a positive effect on people.
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The cross(ing)

By Claire Meniktas

Creative Writing and Psychology Major
First,
forget your feet! Forever

is really not that long
when all things must pass either by or between
your fingers,
your legs,
your hollow spaces, You
can be the sacrifice or the bullet, it just depends on the time of day,
It just depends on where you stand,
It just depends on
who you know
and entropy.
So why leave loudly now?
On all this flat ground,
you can start a sprint by simply falling forward and forgetting
to look back
It all depends on where you stand,
it all depends on who you know,
it all depends on what you want
to say
with all this
distance
Running is really not that hard if you have a reason
to leave.
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It just depends on
if you care,
what you lose,

and how many hours are left in a lifetime.
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it hurts to breathe
By Krista Orejudos

English Major, Diversity Minor

March 19, 2022 – 2:42pm – 138 words
suffocation at peak altitude i
forget how to breathe again,
and with one breath.
i withhold the clock’s arms,
linking a connection to stay

stagnant.
free of movement,
holy white feathers appear to
say “a-ha”
from what appears to be
above the surface’s threshold and
from what looks like a drowner’s
reflective point of view,
is my fear of losing consciousness the one?
preventing me,
from what needs to be seen and
from what a breath should inhale.

exhale, exhale, exhale,
give waste to no toxic.
an almost out of range blackout within an arm’s reach,
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breathe.

i don’t know how to breath / i don’t know how to

holy white feathers, please.
i beg for release, i beg to breathe
even in the face of stagnancy,
i choose to believe.

i deserve one last breath before death.

- it hurts to breathe
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Campo de' Fiori
By Joelle Cook

Majors: Art and English: Creative Writing; Urban Ecological
Design Minor

When you go to the city, they tell you what sites to visit, what
foods to eat, places to stay, restaurants to hit, things to buy. They
noticeably don’t put frolicking in a daisy field in the tour books,
because the thought is that you can do that anywhere. But since you
can do that anywhere, no one does it because they’re always wanting
to do what they can only do in the places they are. So this is the
story we must tell to remind ourselves of the things we will never do.
You sink into the grass, pull away for a moment because it is colder
than it looked, and damp, too. But then you relax and sprawl on the
ground. Green blades tickle bare arms and the sun warms your face
as if you’re sitting by a campfire. The daisies, of course, are white
and yellow as daisies tend to be, but today you don’t see color like
labels. You see it like connections. The center is the color of a
lemon mixed with the wing of a Monarch butterfly. The petals are
foam on river water or the fur of an albino beast, though I get the
sense this one is friendly. No, wait, the petals are the outside area of
the eye and the daisies are all soft eyes, the universe recognizing you
and keeping watch over you. Slip off your shoes and feel all of this,
the soft leaves and petals and the harder parts of the ground. Do a
little discovery by walking the land and you’ll see that it’s ok, this
space seems to like you. Then lie in the sun and let that all wash
over you; maybe the world is good after all, and maybe this is good.
Maybe that is all.
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Elements of Shinto

By Jennifer Gile
Communication & International Studies Major
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Tragic Beauty
By Micah

B.A. English, Language and Literature

As tears then tumbled down my face
A shudder teemed with shamed disgrace
I gave my all to fail then fall,
And all for a man, a friend
but a predator,
His smile had cracked
As I then drowned
In the old allure of quicksand.
When all my mouth could muster
Were the words “how I loved her,”
Yet years had passed
Patiently filling lungs with grass and
Easing long-forgotten feelings,
How was I to know
My poor health I should,
I could outlast.
At times we long for death to
Typify irreverent pain
Which prayers fail to mend
‘til in the End,
From Isolation and irking,
Writhing demonic entities can
Then rise up, take their rightful stand
Diagnose us, hand out
Utopian health plans.
When many deaths had dawned on me
Yet all we chose to speak of is
This or that dead man’s irresponsibility
And pointed passions for public policy,
It seems my body can’t help itself
Falls back into its raging writhing,
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Fragments of light and
Convergence of sound.
Where then I had perspired pain
Would wake from hallucinogenic fits
of an entity we call Epilepsy,
Having become my own doctor now
Today marks one week seizure-free,
drug-free, dread-free.
Should a man-made Beast again have marked me
I shall see that life goes on,
That life is Beautiful, that it retains
The beauty of its Tragedy.
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West of Neverland
By Gabrielle Sieloff

English Major, Associate Degree of Arts and Sciences

I think I have a moment
Between the doctor’s visits
To share a sweet kiss
Savor the electricity of your lips
If you want,
You can pull me close
And I’ll let you in
As the diagnosis traces my skin
Do you see us dancing
In the rain-soaked streets
When you stare out the waiting room windows?
I’m sorry this is taking so long
Let’s run away before they catch on
My healing journey should be followed
By the barefoot remnants of my feet across the sand
It must have been true love
The day we said, “I do”
For you to still hold my hand
After all the pain they’ve put me through
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And if the cure surfaces
Out from underneath these crashing waves
Promise me, you’ll save a space
On the next train
Heading just west of Neverland
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Me Myself and I
By Will Sanchez

Comparative History of Ideas Major

Sometimes, we don’t even know what's best for our health.
Sometimes, Myself and I put Me on the shelf,
not literally, but it's something that I have felt.
I think it’s time to talk to Me and Myself.
Most times, we get in each other’s way.
One wants to talk; another thinks it’s best not to say.
One wants to do, then I think it’s not okay.
We sometimes want to go, while also wanting to stay.
It’s not all bad, we make each other laugh and give company.
Although one would be good, it’s best to have three.
You'll always be heard and never lonely.
When I help Myself, it’s really up to me.
The internal dialogues, with your head they might be messin,’
this can help improve, so try to not be stressin.’
It’s good that we bring different perspectives;
This might be what gives us multiple lessons.
We all want the same, but somehow for some reason,
we hold each other back and are in different seasons.
The best for each other is what we desire,
maybe our understanding will help us reach higher.
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